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st. petersburg is a sort of an island of russia that is separated by the baltic sea from the mainland of
russia. this special geographical position has helped preserve a high standard of living for the people
of this place. a model of a city is waiting for you inside the walls. moreover, the city is always looked
upon as the capital of world for being one of the largest cities in europe. the city is also famous for

its port activity. on the other side, at the waterfront you can find the peter and paul fortress, a
beautiful gothic beauty. the distance between the two sides is around 2 km. the fortress is the seat
of the governor of the russian empire and the vice-regent of st. petersburg. the fortress is the oldest

in st. it is located in the historical part of the city. the fortress has been a residence to russian
emperors for many centuries. hence, it has got the best preserved museum in st. the museum is a

treasure house for not only the history of russia, but also for the culture of st. the museum is located
in the trinity square, the central square of the st. there are many historical buildings in the area.

there are many galleries and sculptures to admire. the st. petersburg is among the richest cities of
russia and it attracts visitors from across the globe. nowadays, there is a good chance of a tropical
air if you visit the summer holiday region. but, you have to remember that traveling to the tropical

parts of the world will require a lot of money. when it comes to st. petersburg, the best thing you can
do is looking at the spots that are open to the public, and not private. when you read about what the

city offers, the first tip in your mind must be the winter palace, the former home of the romanov
family. the palace is the most prominent landmark of the city because it is huge and it is made of red

bricks. it has got a lot of private museums inside. the palace also features the largest private
collection of paintings in russia, the hermitage. you can get to the palace by a bus (costing €5) or by
a boat (€10). another high ranking palace is the catherine palace. this palace is located on the bank
of the river neva. in addition to the palace itself, the catherine palace also has got the magnificent

collection of art that it holds. and, lastly, you cannot talk about the city without mentioning the peter
and paul cathedral. this is surely one of the most recognizable sites of the city, and it is open to

tourists during the day. the best time to visit the cathedral is during the early evening. everytime
you visit the city, you should make sure to stop at the city cemetery. the cemetery has got

magnificent sculptures, fountains and flowers to discover. moreover, you should visit the fountain of
the tsar and the monument to the people's hero. the most important part of the cemetery is the

tombs of the romanov family. visit the tombs of the family members during the day when you are
able to admire the spectacular setting of the city. you can also visit the cathedral of the intercession
on the snowy lake. the cathedral was built in the 18th century. the intercession of the snow is due to

a second cathedral being built in the city after the first one was destroyed by the bolsheviks.
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in 1950, bandesians, or ‘ bande dessinée ’ in french, was first developed in paris by the editor andré
franquin and the cartoonist xavier giraud . fleur blanche is the main character in the bandes noires
magazine that started the entire cartoon story boom in europe and around the world. there are two

popular methods used for solving the knight's tour problem with constraint programming : the
greedy algorithm is one of the oldest and simplest method and the use of constraint programming

techniques uses the assumption of constraint solvability to solve the problem. to ride the boats
successfully, you need to follow the five rules of boating: no ropes. no vehicles. no bicycles. no dogs.
no lights or fireworks. boat lights, which are there for better control, come on automatically. before
you depart, ask the staff at the harbour for the correct colour light. boat tickets are usually sold on
short notice. always check that the number on the ticket matches the number of persons you are

allowed to board. the correct number may be displayed on the ticket, or your boarding pass, or you
may be asked for a passport. these are amazing for youth camps. bring in the arts and music

programs. write your own rules to help bring about a creative, fun and memorable experience for the
kids. the sports programs can be incorporated. set up a team challenge. tourist attractions and
places of interest, such as museums, parks, monuments, bike path networks, historic districts,

notable people, events, etc., are the best attractions to include. for example, if you are planning to
visit st. petersburg, include imperial winter palace , saint petersburg cathedral , the hermitage
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